Preparation a trademark application is a laborious process, one that requires extensive research and due diligence.

Under pressure from a rapidly shifting market to deliver innovative solutions faster, trademark professionals face tight deadlines and high financial risks. By combining Darts-ip™ case law data with CompuMark™ Search, Clarivate™ offers insights to help trademark professionals efficiently prepare their trademark applications.

This new tool helps identify which potential trademark applications are most likely to succeed. Directly accessible within the SERION® platform, you will see a probability-driven score assessing the likelihood that two trademarks will be deemed similar or not.
Faster, more precise trademark applications with one search

CompuMark Search Case Law Prediction Score helps you assess the potential risks of trademark applications, worldwide.

Leverage trademark and case law data from 188 registers and over 3,800 courts to focus your go-to-market strategy on the most innovative brands in your portfolio, reducing the risk of oppositions or trademark invalidity rulings.

* Feature is only valid for Traditional Search products. SAEGIS® and TM go365™ are not included. For products that are eligible for Case Law Prediction Scores, it may be that Scores are not calculated for every component or source.
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